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Come on home
We’ve got something very special to show you – the next generation of
windows and doors. Designed and produced in Great Britain, these are worldclass products that meet the highest standards of performance but never
forget that appearance does matter. These are windows and doors that include
all the features that today’s homeowners want: outstanding energy efficiency,
sound insulation, superb security, easy maintenance and long life. These
windows and doors protect from the weather while allowing your home to be
comfortable all year round. When your home feels comfortable, you feel it too.
Safeguard has a gentle, sculptured shape and slim sections that allow your
home to benefit from a wealth of natural daylight. But those slim sections,
with their graceful curves, are robust and durable. Every component in the
Safeguard range works together and fits together beautifully. It’s a complete
system and it can be used to create almost any style of window or door. If
you have a tiny, rustic retreat or a stylish, modern apartment, Safeguard works.
It feels beautiful and it looks amazing.
When you want that feeling of home and every detail working to perfection,
choose the best for your windows and doors. Choose the windows and doors
your home would pick.

Start over
Refresh and renew

Respect and progress

There’s nothing sadder than a house in need of love,
but it’s not hard to make a difference. New windows
or doors can make your house look and feel fabulous.
The Safeguard range combines advanced design and
remarkable thermal performance. With beautiful colours,
specially selected hardware and all the finishing details
you want, you can brighten your house and turn it into
a beautiful and comfortable home. You can restart your
love affair with your home.

Safeguard is the result of expert thinking – the kind of
thinking that goes beyond expectations and makes the
next step: more features that insulate, more seals to
protect from the weather, improved strength and durability.
Safeguard represents progress, but it’s progress that
respects the planet. We use more recycled components,
more responsibly-sourced materials and we manufacture
entirely in the UK. Respect your home – treat it to the very
best in windows and doors.
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Softly, softly
We’ve only got one planet. It’s a fabulous place and we’re doing our bit to keep
it that way. PVC-U is a much greener product than many people think. Its main
ingredient is common salt! It can be recycled, over and over again, with no loss of
function and has a really long lifespan. It needs no noxious chemicals or paints to
keep it looking good and it has such great insulating properties that you need less
energy to heat your home.

Ultimate efficiency
Because windows and doors can be built and glazed in various ways, a standardised
banding system is used to demonstrate their thermal performance. Developed
by the British Fenestration Rating Council, it offers homeowners a simple method
of comparing windows and doors. It covers thermal insulation, solar gain and air
leakage. Originally the scale ran from A to G, but standards have improved and now
the best-performing windows and doors are rated A++.
The Safeguard system is capable of achieving this A++ rating, and not only that but
a U-value of 0.8 W/m2K. This measure, which looks at insulation, is sought by the
Passivhaus movement which aims to produce buildings which need very little heating
or air conditioning and which, therefore, have very low running costs. For ultimate
thermal performance and a comfortable home, Safeguard is ideal.
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Your home is your castle
It’s an old cliché, but that doesn’t mean it’s not true.

Safeguard’s profiles are attractive – very attractive –

Home is a place where you should feel sheltered and

but they offer much more than that. All of the other

safe. When you close the door on the world outside,

things that matter are part of Safeguard. With four

you should be able to relax knowing that the people

decades of experience behind its development

and the things that you love are protected. Windows

and the latest cutting-edge equipment, testing

and doors are an important part of that. They defend

and modelling, Safeguard has been engineered to

the structure of your home by keeping the weather

perform on all fronts. Thermal performance, acoustic

at bay. They keep intruders out and their insulating

insulation, strength, durability, build-quality and

properties reduce the impact of external noise.

security features are integral to its design.

Approved

Accredited

Assured

Safeguard windows and doors
can be made to the specification
of The Association of Chief Police
Officers’ Secured by Design
scheme. This scheme has, since
its inception, aimed to use a
combination of good design and
security features to reduce the
incidence of opportunistic crime.

The Safeguard system is highly
accredited to, and exceeds the
requirements of UK and EU Building
Regulations, and is KitemarkedTM and
approved by the British Standards
Institute. It is produced in the UK
under internationally-recognised
standards of environmental and
quality management.

We’re justifiably proud of
the quality and long lifespan
of Safeguard windows and
doors. We don’t anticipate that
you’ll need to make use of our
guarantee but, for your peace of
mind and reassurance, it’s there,
covering you for any defects in
parts or labour.
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Your perfection
Henry Ford’s idea about everything being one colour wouldn’t go down well today. We’ve moved on from
the days of regimented uniformity. And that’s a good thing because every home and homeowner is unique.
We’ve got different tastes, different senses of style and, let’s face it, different hopes and dreams. The beauty
of the Safeguard sculptured system lies in its flexibility and in its wide choice of styles, colours and finishes,
hardware, glazing and accessories.
Safeguard can look rustic or elegant. It can look striking and modern, or understated and simple. Choose
colours that complement your environment and your home’s building materials. Choose windows and doors
that alter the amount of light in your home, the way you use your rooms, even the way you entertain. Your
home should be one that works for you – that suits your lifestyle and looks comfortable in its surroundings.
With Safeguard, the transformation is easy. It’s time to create your perfect home.

Your options

Your vision

Your style

Our experts are only happy when
you are. Every single window or door
is made to your exact specification.
We’ll take you through all the options,
and explain all the features and
benefits so that the choices you
make are the right ones for your
home, your family and for the way
you live.

Creating your ideal home can
take time, but we’d like to help you
achieve it. Safeguard represents a
bold new blend of quality, style and
performance. It is low-maintenance,
planet-friendly, energy-efficient and
secure. We believe you’re wise
enough to make those things part
of your vision.

If you love colour, think about
primaries, smart greys, gentle shades
of green and cream. If you love
the warm tones of wood, that’s no
problem. If you like classic white,
that’s fine too. There’s a full palette
of shades and textures, specially
selected hardware, and fabulous
finishing details.
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STYLISH

Casement windows

Imagine sitting by a window. It’s pouring with rain and the wind is howling, but
you can’t feel it. All you can feel is the comfort, the protection and the feeling of
security. Imagine windows where every handle is positioned so that it’s easy to
reach, and every lock feels solid and secure. Imagine windows that you never
need to paint and that open easily all year round. Imagine windows with glazing
technologies that insulate your home and reduce your heating bills. Now imagine
all that in a classic, outwards-opening casement window, with the configuration
of fixed and opening panes, which suits the size of your rooms and the layout
of your home.
Casements are so versatile – it’s no surprise they’re popular. And with Safeguard
casements their attractive sculptured shape and slim profile make them better
than ever. Your home is filled with natural light, and even after dark, you’ve got
the reassurance of a highly-secure system and advanced locking. Safeguard
can be used to make all types of casement: everything from a single opener
to an imposing bay, or even a charming, French-style window with side-hung,
symmetrical opening panes.
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Tilt and Turn
These ingenious windows with their clean, simple lines

from the elements, year after year, with practically no

are perfect for modern homes, but their real beauty is in

maintenance. And like everything else in the Safeguard

the way they work. Controlled by a single handle, these

range, the finished styling is up to you.

windows can be swung open into your room. It makes
cleaning the exterior surfaces easy and safe, even in
a high-rise apartment. And if you have access issues,
or your exterior space means that outwards opening
windows are impractical, the tilt-inwards facility of these
windows is the ideal answer. Safeguard Tilt and Turn

This highly-specified window contains innovative thermalbarrier technology and proven weather protection. It’s
a great choice for properties with access problems as
the window can be opened and fully rotated for cleaning
outside your home.

windows are highly insulated and protect your home

Tilt

Turn

With the first turn of the
handle, the window tilts
inwards, just the right amount
for safe and secure ventilation.

Turn the handle again and the
hinge position changes. The
window can swing right into your
room, opening up all sorts of
possibilities.
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Safety and peace
of mind
A practical solution to keep you and
your loved ones safe and secure.

STYLISH

Residential doors
Residential PVC-U doors offer a fantastic combination of superb thermal and
acoustic insulation, durability, security and weather protection. Even though they
feel lightweight, these doors are tough. They cope with all the rough and tumble
of a family home, need next to no maintenance, and year after year they’ll keep
out the cold, the rain and the wind. Steel-reinforced frames and multi-point locks
provide all the security you need, but discreetly, because these doors are attractive
too. They make a home with a warm welcome and lasting kerb appeal.
Equally suitable for front and rear entrance doors, there’s a wide range of styles to
suit any age or type of home. Glazed and unglazed options, different finishes, panel
designs and smart, high-quality door furniture allow you to express your individuality.
For wider entrances, glazed or matching side panels can provide a beautiful,
practical installation that looks great outdoors and indoors. And because we
believe in harmony, the frames match our sculptured windows so that you can
have a consistent look over the whole of your property.
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Composite doors
If you love the appearance of a timber door, but

in steel reinforced Safeguard outer frame, can provide

appreciate the benefits of modern materials, then a

outstanding thermal performance and protect you from

composite door is a must for your home. A rigid foam

the disturbance of external noise.

core is sealed inside a moulded skin of durable and

There’s an almost endless variety of styles – something

impermeable glass-reinforced plastic. The result: a

to suit every home, whether it’s traditional or modern,

door that’s as tough as old boots but which has all

large or small. Choose from solid colours or attractive

the elegance and style that your home deserves.

wood-effect finishes, all of which are permanently

Composites are perfect for the British weather. When it

imprinted with the grain and texture of natural wood.

rains for weeks, they won’t swell and stick. When it’s dry,

Equally suitable for front or rear entrances, composite

they won’t shrink and let draughts whistle around your

doors can make coming home a joy.

hallway. They are built with insulating materials and, set

Tough

Secure

Character

Built to last with the best hightech materials, composite doors
are more than able to cope with
the knocks, bangs and buffeting
of daily use. The GRP coating
is thick, durable and scratch
resistant. Even under constant use
in a busy home, your door stays
looking as good as new.

Your security matters. That’s why our
composite doors are set into steel-reinforced
frames which can be made to Secured by
Design specifications. That’s why we fit
multi-point locking systems from the most
advanced manufacturers, it’s why we choose
the best door slabs and why all glazed panels
use toughened or even laminated glass when
additional security is required.

Add character to your home. Make
a statement about who you are.
Be bold with colour or minimalist
contemporary design. Choose
period detail, classic colours or
striking door furniture. Choose light
wood effects or warm, rich oak.
There’s no limit to what you can
do with a composite door.
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French doors
For centuries, French doors have been making
buildings more elegant and stylish. Extra daylight
indoors, better views of the world outside and the
simple convenience of stepping outdoors without
leaving the room you’re in – it’s no wonder they’re
desirable. And that’s without considering the extra
benefits of modern, PVC-U French doors.
The timeless design, graceful proportions and
elegance remain – but now there are virtually
maintenance-free materials, highly-secure locking
systems and advanced glass that’s not only
toughened for your safety but also able to help
insulate your home. Safeguard profiles with their
gently-sculptured shape and slim structure are ideal
for French doors, allowing the best possible view of
your garden. You can choose inwards or outwards
opening styles depending on your space and all the
finishing touches required to create French doors
that work with your architecture. Clean and simple,
or full of authentic period details, French doors can
transform your home indoors, your life outdoors
and the appearance of your home.
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Sliding doors

Be bold. Open up your home. Fill it with natural light

a cosy terrace to your grand design. With up to four

and see what an amazing difference it makes to the

panes in the door itself, you can opt for an even more

way you feel. See what happens when you entertain.

dramatic look by adding panes at the side. Creating

A simple glide of the door on its purpose-designed,

a wall of glass really does transform your home. Use

steel tracks and you can feel the connection between

sliding doors anywhere: to step onto the patio or to

your indoor world and the one outside. Close the door

finish a conservatory. Or think about the possibility

and feel the comfort. Appreciate the peace and quiet.

of a hideaway at the bottom of your garden – a place

PatioMaster sliding doors can be configured to suit

where you can work or relax, safe and warm,

any home. There are sizes to fit everything from

Safe

Secure

Sophisticated

Every single sliding door we make,
whatever its size or layout, is designed
and proven to be safe, surpassing the
requirements of Building Regulations.
We’ve tested our doors in extreme
weather conditions and proven they’re
up to the job. Every pane of glass
is toughened for your safety and
reassurance.

We want you to love living in your
home, and we know that a big part of
that is feeling secure. We’ve gone back
to the drawing board to ensure that
our sliding doors have the features you
want: anti-jacking technology, antibump, multi-hook locks, systems that
meet Secured by Design standards
and steel-reinforced frames.

Our sliding doors have a streamlined
design, that doesn’t shout but
quietly whispers. Smooth to operate
and easy to live with, they offer new
possibilities. More light indoors,
more time outdoors. Perfect for
entertaining or for when you want
to take five and appreciate the view
from your warm and insulated home.
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PLANITHERM
PLANITHERM
GLAZING
GLAZING
PERFORMANCE

YOUR HOME

your choice

glazing

Colours
Homeowners are increasingly showing their personality through the colours they choose for doors and windows in their
homes. The colours in our Premium and Premium Plus range represent the most popular choices, but if you’d like
something more “individual”, take a look at our Signature Collection colour finish options brochure, where you will find a
selection of beautiful shades, wood effects and textures to satisfy every taste. Whether you want to stand out or blend in,
we’ll do all we can to match your dreams and find the perfect finish for your home.

Premium Plus Finishes

Premium Finishes

Anthracite Grey
on White

Anthracite Grey on
Anthracite Grey

Rosewood
on White

Black Brown
on White

Black Brown
on Black Brown

Light Oak on
Light Oak

Cream on
White

Cream on
Cream

White Foil on
White Foil

Rosewood
on Rosewood

Anthracite Grey
Smooth on Anthracite
Grey Smooth

Anthracite Grey
Smooth on White

Light Oak
on White

Agate Grey
on White

Chartwell Green
on White

Slate Grey
on White

Making
Making a
a Difference
Difference

Just choose the option that’s right for you.
Just choose the option that’s right for you.
Comfort Feature
Comfort Feature

Safeguard’s stylish frames and Planitherm’s
Safeguard’s
stylishglass
frames
and Planitherm’s
high performance
provide
the perfect
high
performance
glass
provide
the perfect
combination of comfort and security.
combination of comfort and security.
Planitherm’s modern glazing can maximise
Planitherm’s
modern glazing
can
maximise
your home’s comfort.
Whether
you’re
looking
your
home’s
comfort.
Whether
you’re
for warmth, a peaceful night’s sleep orlooking
to
for warmth,
a peaceful
or to
enjoy
a sun-filled
room night’s
withoutsleep
overheating,
enjoy a sun-filled
room without
overheating,glass.
Planitherm’s
the perfect
high performance
Planitherm’s the perfect high performance glass.

Energy Efficiency
Energy Efficiency
Enhanced Security
Enhanced Security
Noise Reduction
Noise Reduction
Furniture Fade
Protection
Furniture Fade
Protection
Reduce Overheating
Reduce Overheating

Energy
Standard
Energy
Standard

Comfort
Comfort

Comfort
Plus
Comfort
Plus

Colours shown in this brochure should be used for guidance only as the limitations in photographic and printing processes may mean that colours of products vary from those illustrated.

Hardware
Forget the days when every door handle looked the same. Forget the time when
everything was one colour, like it or lump it. Now homeowners know that a modern
home needs a modern style for the front door, including handles, numerals and letter
plates. Homeowners understand that a period property should have period details
that reflect the property’s heritage and its environment. It just makes sense.
We’ll never make you have chrome when gold’s your thing. We won’t insist on white

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

ENHANCED
SECURITY

NOISE
REDUCTION

FURNITURE
FADE
PROTECTION

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

ENHANCED
SECURITY

NOISE
REDUCTION

FURNITURE
FADE
PROTECTION

SOLAR
CONTROL

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

ENHANCED
SECURITY

NOISE
REDUCTION

FURNITURE
FADE
PROTECTION

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

ENHANCED
SECURITY

NOISE
REDUCTION

FURNITURE
FADE
PROTECTION

SOLAR
CONTROL

Energy Standard
Energy Standard

Comfort
Comfort

A special coating on the glass
A special the
coating
on the
glass
captures
warmth
from
natural
captures stopping
the warmth
from
natural
daylight,
56%*
more
internal
daylight,
stopping
more internal
heat escaping
than56%*
older-style
double
heat
escaping
older-style
double
glazing.
So, as than
energy
prices rise,
it
glazing.
So,toas
energy
it
costs
less
keep
yourprices
home rise,
warm.
costs less to keep your home warm.

A built-in transparent layer makes
A built-in glass
transparent
makes
Comfort
harder layer
to break
through
Comfort
glass harder
to break
through
and is designed
to meet
the official
and is security
designedinitiative
to meet‘Secured
the official
police
police
security
initiative
‘Secured
by
Design’
standard
when
used in
by
standard
used in
an Design’
approved
frame. Itwhen
also provides
an
approved
frame.
It
also
provides
20%* better noise reduction than
20%* better
noise glazing,
reduction
than56%*
older-style
double
stops
older-style
double
56%*
more
internal
heat glazing,
escapingstops
and even
more
escaping
and even
helps internal
protect heat
furniture
from fading
by
helps
protect
furniture
from fading
by
blocking
99%**
of damaging
UV rays.
blocking 99%** of damaging UV rays.

handles when black would be bold, striking and effective. The choice is yours, but
we will insist on quality – quality of materials, construction and design. We’re looking
for style, a faultless, durable finish and simple operation – the things you’ll live with,

Comfort Plus
Comfort Plus

Enjoy the same security, noise
Enjoy the same
security,
noise
reduction
and UV
protection
benefits
reduction
and
UV while
protection
as Comfort
glass
takingbenefits
control
as temperatures
Comfort glassinwhile
taking
control
of
sunny
southand
of temperatures
in sunny
southand
west-facing
rooms
and large
glazed
west-facing
rooms
and
areas such as
bi-fold
or large
patioglazed
doors.
areas
such as
bi-foldblocks
or patio
An invisible
coating
outdoors.
50%
Anexternal
invisibleheat
coating
outwhile
50%
of
fromblocks
the sun
of external
heat from
sun while
keeping
in 63%*
morethe
internal
heat.
keeping in 63%* more internal heat.

day after day.

*Compared with a 4mm/16mm cavity/4mm (uncoated) Double Glazed Unit filled with air.
**Calculated
froma UV
transmittance
in accordance
withDouble
EN 410.Glazed Unit filled with air.
*Compared with
4mm/16mm
cavity/4mm
(uncoated)
**Calculated from UV transmittance in accordance with EN 410.

White

Hardex graphite

Antique black

Black

Hardex gold
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Hardex chrome

Glass that makes a difference
Glass that makes a difference

For more details about the performance characteristics of each of
For Planitherm
more detailsComfort
about the
performance
of each of
the
Features,
pleasecharacteristics
visit www.planitherm.com
the Planitherm Comfort Features, please visit www.planitherm.com
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SECURITY YOU

can trust

Maco Secure Plus
The MACO Secure Plus Scheme is designed to ensure you can secure your
property with confidence, knowing that forced entry is almost impossible.
By Including MACO products within your windows you will be able to take

10 Year Product
Warranty

Excess Cover

guarantee scheme. In order to enjoy these benefits, you firstly need to register

10 Year Security
Guarantee

your property following your MACO Secure Plus installation. Please remember

Every MACO Secure Plus

All MACO products are covered

security performance of our

installation is guaranteed against

by our 10 year warranty via your

products, in the unlikely event that

break in through failure of the

installer*, and will be replaced

a break-in occurs though failure of

hardware for 10 years from

should a mechanical failure of the

the hardware, we guarantee your

the date of installation*.

hardware occur within that period.

windows against forced entry for

full advantage of some unique benefits offered by the MACO Secure Plus

that you must register within 21 days to start using these benefits. Visit
www.macosecureplus.co.uk to register your new window instaltion. All MACO
Secure Plus fittings are approved by Secured by Design, the official UK Police
flagship initiative combining the principles of `designing out crime` with physical
security. MACO Secure Plus products are also tested to comply with the British
Standard requirement for security PAS24 and meet the needs of building
regulation document Q, security of dwellings.

*Your windows must be serviced
and maintained on an annual basis.

MACO are so confident in the

10 years.
MACO Secure Plus offers up
to £500 to offset against your
insurance excess payments.
You can claim up to:
£250 against Building Insurance
£250 against Contents Insurance
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FEELING SAFE
AND SECURE
Ultion Locks
All Safeguard doors are fitted with a top quality multipoint locking system as
standard and have been tested under stringent independent conditions against
‘intruder attack’.
The SafeGuard door has been certified to PAS23 and PAS24 standards.
PAS24 is an enhanced security performance test that not all doors can
achieve, so if you want to ensure your home has the highest level of security
you should always ask for a SafeGuard door by name.

Fitted as standard
Millions of doors in the UK can be opened quietly in under 20 seconds with normal tools. Even the most secure
multi-point hook mechanisms are disabled when the cylinder lock is snapped or bumped.
To guard against this all SafeGuard Composite doors are now fitted with the ultion locking cylinder as standard. The
ultion lock has been designed to offer the ultimate defence against this and other well known cylinder lock attacks.
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British-made
Profile 22 is one of only a few systems made entirely
in the UK. Naturally, that helps to support British jobs
and avoids unnecessary shipping and consequent
product miles. It has been designed to suit British
building materials and methods, and our lovely climate.
The manufacturing facilities include state-of-the-art
design, testing and production equipment and the team
behind Profile 22 include some of the industry’s most
respected and innovative thinkers. The highly-skilled
workforce operates to an approved environmental-

policy standard and the business was one of the first
in the UK to be awarded BES 6001 for the responsible
sourcing of its materials. Everything about Safeguard
window and door systems has been thought out –
from the smallest detail of its sculptured profiles to its
long-term reliability and its eventual re-use through
recycling. Every part of the system is guaranteed for
your reassurance and complete satisfaction. Safeguard
refuses to compromise and is the ideal system for
those who demand exceptional standards.

You’re in safe hands
We know how important your home is to you and we won’t let you down. Safeguard windows and
doors are manufactured from the market-leading Optima profile system supplied by Profile 22, a British
business with over 40 years’ experience. Our low-maintenance building products are recognised and
respected by major house builders, contractors and commercial developers. They have been widely
used in schools, hospitals and by local authorities and are specified by architects looking for high
performance, durability and style.
Safeguard windows and doors easily pass all the requirements of EU and UK Building regulations and
are accredited and KitemarkedTM by the British Standards Institute. We’ve tested and independently
verified that our systems will insulate and protect your home from the elements. You don’t have
to take our word for that – every window or door will carry the CE marking seal of approval.
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www.safeguardproducts.co.uk
All information in this publication is provided for guidance only and is given in good faith. As it is company policy to continually improve products, methods and materials,
changes of specification may be made from time to time without prior notice. This statement does not affect your statutory rights. © Heritage Trade Frames. Ref: PRO17717

